GRADUATE SCHOOL
DETERMINATION OF GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIP TYPE

Start

Enrolled in school?

No

Summer school?

Yes

Can only:

Primary responsibility for teaching a course for credit and/or for assigning final grades for such courses?

Yes

Graduate Teaching Assistant
GTA
Occupation code: 40-05
Budget sub code: 2520

No

May NOT be the primary instructor or assign grades.

May perform such activities as: assist lab. Sessions, teach physical education activities, attend/help prepare lectures, grade papers, keep class records, conduct discussion groups, hold student conferences, conduct tutorials.

Graduate Teaching Assistant
GTA
Occupation code: 44-01
Budget sub code: 2520

No

Student satisfies 18 hour rule?

Can only:

Same title and occupation codes as other categories, but Budget sub code: 2550

Yes

Cannot be awarded Graduate Assistantship

Graduate Research or Administrative Assistant
GRA/GAA
Occupation code: GRA:42-03
GAA:60-03
Budget sub code: 2530

No

Graduate Teaching Assistant
GTA
Occupation code: 40-05
Budget sub code: 2520

No

Graduate Teaching Assistant
GTA
Occupation code: 44-01
Budget sub code: 2520

Yes